Skill level 2

Courtesy of Jo-Ann Stores

Chair Pocket Organizer
Supplies:
1`2 yd. in each of 2 contrasting fabrics [we used
home decorating fabric in a floral print (A) and
gingham (B)]
3 yds. coordinating bias tape
Scissors
Sewing machine
Matching thread

Measuring tape
Straight pins
Photocopier
Iron

Cutting:
Measure chair- back width.
Centering design of printed fabric, cut 1 square A and 2 squares B to chair- back measurement.
Using photocopier, enlarge pocket pattern so bottom edge is equal to half of fabric square
measurement.
Fold square A in half vertically and place pattern on fold, aligning bottom edges of pattern and
fabric; pin in place. Cut out pattern.
Assembling:
Pin B squares, wrong sides together; topstitch on all 4 sides, 1`4" in from outside edge.
Cut length of bias tape to fit along (top) edge of square B, adding 20". Fold length of bias tape in
half and match this point to center of top edge of square B; enclose top edge of square B in bias
tape, allowing ends to extend at each side for ties; pin tape in place. Starting at end of 1 tie,
topstitch edges of bias tape together, stitching approx 1`8" in from edge of tape; continuing,
stitch through all thicknesses across top of square; stitch edges of remaining bias tape together.
Open square A, enclose and pin bias tape to top (shaped) edge; topstitch bias tape in place.
Pin pocket piece, right side out, to square B, aligning bottom edges. Topstitch a vertical line from
center bottom of piece to top of center point of pocket piece to form 2 pockets as pictured.
Cut bias tape to fit along bottom and sides of square B, adding 20". Fold length of bias tape in
half and match this point to center of bottom edge of square B; enclose top and side edges of
square B in bias tape, allowing ends to extend at each top corner for ties; pin tape in place.
Topstitch ties, sides and bottom same as for top edge of square B; press.

Skill Level: Some experience helpful
Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions prior
to beginning; read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult
supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over the
use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims any
liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith, but
no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed. ©2006 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved. 197-386
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